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Mobility Solutions
Rhyan Schaub, Director, Fare Revenue & Administrative Services
Bibiana McHugh, Manager, Mobility & Location-Based Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning Mr. President and Members of the Board.  Presentation Overview: Mobility Solutions DefinedTriMet Mobility FoundationsTrip Planning: Yesterday, today and tomorrowHop, setting the stage for the mobility transactionState of the Industry Where TriMet is



Door to door convenient 
transportation 

Plan-Book-Pay Application

Moves beyond traditional transit 
operations to a more holistic, 
comprehensive approach to a 
larger transportation ecosystem. 

Mobility Solutions
“Putting Customers First”
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...Taking Complex Service Alternatives and Simplifying for the Customer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doug - please note that “Mobility Solutions” is a term used when describing solutions for those who are mobility challenged. I added the definitions of MOD, MaaS and Mobility Management on this page to better define how we’re using the term in this context.  Providing door to door convenient transportation facilitated with a Plan-Book-Pay Application supporting the larger goal of Mobility ManagementFundamental Components of Mobility as a Service (MaaS):Public and private mobility service providersA trip planner that presents seamless A to B travel options With one-click payment features that could support subsidizations  And lots of extras to for a truly informed journey such as real-time informationsocial networking advanced reservations  FOR REFERENCE: Mobility Managers serve as policy coordinators, operations service brokers, and customer travel navigators.  As policy coordinators, mobility managers help communities develop coordination plans, programs, and policies, and build local partnerships.  They also work to promote land-use policies that favor transit-oriented development, public transportation, and pedestrian access.  As brokers, they coordinate transportation services among all customer groups, service providers, and funding agencies. FTA’s Position:  transit agencies need  new and broader role for transit agencies as mobility managers. Mobility on Demand (MOD) and Mobility as a Service (MaaS) are two approaches to Mobility Management. These concepts seek to give people customized, reliable, and flexible transportation options by allowing them to plan, book, and pay for public and private multimodal transportation services using real-time information about travel options, time, and cost.  While they are related concepts, MOD and MaaS are two distinct aspects of the Mobility Management toolkit.  MOD and MaaS will enable cities and their citizens to address congestion and environmental issues by increasing public transit adoption and car sharing. At its core, MOD is a solution that puts the customer first, allowing them to craft their journey to their unique needs, priorities, and preferences.



• Reduce customer planning and travel options “frictions” and 
anxiety

• Reduce congestion
• Improve customer experience
• Improve overall transportation network
• Cater to all travelers (age, disadvantaged, low-income)  
• Work in driver-controlled & autonomous environment
• Deliver and simplify customer experiences across all key regional 

modes (KISS)
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Mobility Solutions 
Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Doug - compressed list above and added yours. Original list of objectives Matt Cole, President, Cubic Transportation Systems:https://meetingoftheminds.org/10-objectives-for-assessing-mobility-as-a-service-maas-27629 Limit congestion, particularly during peak travel periodsReduce car ownership, car usage and the number of vehicles on roadsUse existing infrastructure more effectively and create economies of scaleEase pressure on the transportation networkEnable better traffic and capacity managementImprove the customer experience by presenting the transportation network as an integrated systemCater to all travelers, young and old, able and less-able, the wealthy and the economically disadvantagedCreate a model that supports the funding of infrastructureLessen the overall environmental impact of transportationWork in a driver-controlled and autonomous environmentFOR REFERENCE:http://www.cityofsantacruz.com/home/showdocument?id=3001 



OpenTripPlanner
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TriMet initiated the development of this open source multimodal trip planner in 2009, as a cost-effective alternative to transit-only trip planners. OpenTripPlanner is now deployed worldwide including the nations of of Finland, Norway and the Netherlands.  Everyone benefit from our improvements, and we from theirs.  �
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Beta Planner Launch
March 12, 2019

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launch Summary: March 12, 2019Without Lyft, Plans to add ReachNow, e-scooters, real-time buses Next Steps:Continue to engage with customers to identify and offer useful featuresLater this year, the new trip planner will be integrated into trimet.org.  



Key component to
PLAN-BOOK-PAY

Addresses first & last mile
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Multimodal Trip Planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A multimodal trip planner is a key component of a Plan-Book-Pay Mobility platform. It’s a fundamental step towards providing our customers with convenient, personalized door-to-door travel options.  With added mobility providers, can solve not just last mile, but last several miles.  
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Fare Policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many things I could share about Hop setting TriMet up to operate in the world of mobility. But given our limited time, I’m going to focus on 4, starting with fare policy. One of the earliest things we started to work on was our regional fare policy to allow electronic transfers between agencies. We knew we needed to provide seamless electronic transfers between our partners, CTRAN and the Portland Streetcar. This helps define transit, across providers, as one easy to understand mode of travel.We also established stored value as the primary fare. Transit as an industry needs to quickly move away from it’s proprietary, complex fare policies, and move toward the way we all pay everywhere else, which is using money in an account. 	The stored value concept lends itself to opportunities to integrate with mainstream technology suppliers such as the gift card industry, ride sharing, and bike sharing, etc. When the funding source for transit is simply stored value, there are virtually no limits to who you can integrate with as it’s universal and not proprietary policy such as a book of 10-ride tickets.And fare capping encourages loyalty in our riders. The more they tap, the closer they get to earning their reward of a monthly cap, after which, they can ride for free.
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Sales Support

Payment Inspection

Account-Based

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hop being an account based system also sets us up for success as a mobility option in the region. All of the apps people use to manage other services have back ends that operate in real time. If Hop were a card based system, reloads would take 24 hours or more to show up on the card, and we wouldn’t be able to offer benefits like lost card protection. Account based system makes the concept of stored value work easily for the customer.
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Retail Network

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retail network leverages the gift card industry, providing a network of the most popular and highly used retail stores in the region (including 24/7 convenience stores and all major grocery stores).  Fully integrated into the retailers’ existing point of sale systems. Previously we had about 150 retail locations, and now we have 500. This provides a gateway for cash paying or unbanked customers to turn their cash into stored value.You have heard me talk about this before, but let’s stop to think about how this could be leveraged for other services for the underbanked? How does someone who is unbanked use an app to book a ride hailing service today? Or rent a bike from a bike share? They encounter barriers because those transactions require electronic currency. What if we could leverage our retail network and the Hop card to help underbanked gain access to all mobility services?
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Virtual Card

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lastly, the virtual Hop card, now to be available on both Android and iOS platforms, sets Hop up for what’s next. Many of the mobility applications and platforms today transact using cards that the customer has entered into their phone, or “loaded into their wallet”.  The virtual Hop card in wallet makes the Hop card easier to transact with, for both customers and other mobility providers.



private mobility service providers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Industry and Service Alternatives are Changing RapidlyPrivate mobility services have changed personal transportation as we know it.  But the integration of these with public transportation services, can be revolutionary.  And it can have a tremendous positive impact on the environment, sustainability,fluid seamless movability, safety,and freedom from disabilities.  
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State of the Industry
“Battle for the Customer”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergence of Mobility Platforms and Applications: The Battle for the Customer Companies with large tech budgets and pools of talent are all entering into the mobility industry. Why?This isn’t about transit ridership. This is the battle for the customer. This is about the end to end journey. How you get from A to B and how you pay for everything along the way. There is proof in the TfL contactless payment experience that transit generates payment card loyalty by making that contactless card “top of wallet”. It gets used everywhere else. Same applies for journey planning. People have a favorite app or platform they use to figure out how to get somewhere. And that captive audience is valuable because it brings customer loyalty (power) and advertising dollars. And of course, the automobile companies have a major stake in the game as well.The world’s largest companies have a lot to lose/gain as this disruptive battle for the customer plays out. And they are all sprinting towards solutions, as are many third parties who could insert themselves between phone and customer and mode and payment.  FOR REFERENCE:http://www.sbwire.com/press-releases/mobility-as-a-service-market-growing-popularity-with-cagr-3622-and-emerging-trends-in-the-industry-bmw-alliance-corp-lyft-uber-maas-skedgo-1186909.htmhttps://www.advancemarketanalytics.com/enquiry-before-buy/24653-global-and-regional-mobility-as-a-service-market



What is TriMet Doing to Support a Changed 
Vision and Changing Services?
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• Hop

• Multimodal Trip Planner 

• Loyalty Program Business Case 

• Siemens Pilot (ROOT) 

• Smart Cities Strategy/Action Plan 

• RFP for Consultant for Mobility Solutions Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improving customers personal mobility in the city - best thing is out of SOVs.  How do we do this?improve service customer information integration with other modes What we do next: Evaluate items, avenues and level of integration 



Recommendations to Consider:
• Focus on faster, cheaper, 

equitable, safer and more 
reliable service

• Monitor market 
• Position as regional mobility 

manager 
• Strategy, direction, influence
• Be agile, adaptive, flexible 
• Proactive with policy and data 

management  

What Else Can TriMet Do? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If done right, TriMet ridership will come alongFOR REFERENCE:Become the regional mobility solutions provider through a combination of technology, policy, public private partnerships and legislation and make this part of our culture.Do so quickly so that we can be ready as new options are introduced to our customers we can adapt and evolve. Do so because we can work to emphasize the outcomes we wantReduced congestionEquitable access to transportationAnonymized data sharing across mobility providers for better service planning Financial arrangements that preserve TriMet revenues.
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Discussion
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